Keynote 01 Photos
The screen
Icons and tools
Placing photos
Adding photos
Importing photos
Replacing photos
Masking photos
Styling photos
Styling options

Reduce the screen by
pinching two fingers
together. Enlarge the
screen by pulling two fingers
apart.

the screen
navigation panel

The navigation panel
shows the slides (pages) in
the presentation (album).

tools

Screen

The tools enable you to add
and manipulate photos, text
and shapes; save, send,
share, print etc.
Saving is automatic.
Keynote saves your work
every thirty seconds.

Double-tap to edit
Double-tap to edit

Undo: undoes last action. Can
be tapped repeatedly to keep
undoing previous actions.

icons and tools

Redo last action by holding
finger on Undo to get the Redo
box, then tap.
Style and arrange photos,
shapes and text
Insert media ( photos, video
etc.), tables, charts and shapes

Double-tap to edit
Double-tap to edit

Add a slide from the
presentation theme

Share, email, print, find, help,
define transitions between slides
View slide or presentation without
seeing navigation panel or toolbar

adding photos
There are two ways of placing
photos on your page:
photo placeholder

Double-tap to edit
Double-tap to edit

text placeholder

by importing a photo from the camera
roll or albums on your iPad or iPhone.
You can make them bigger or smaller
and you can mask them in order to
crop them or select parts of them: see
masking photos, page 7.
by replacing the photo provided by
Keynote in one of their photo
placeholders by one from your Camera
Roll or Albums. The photo placeholder
acts as a mask, so you can choose
which parts of the photo are visible and
at what magnification.

importing photos
To import a photo onto
your page/slide, the
symbol on the toolbar.
Tap Media and your
photo list will appear.

Tap your Camera Roll,
Photo Stream or an
album. Scroll to find the
photo you want, tap it,
and it will appear on your
page.

Tap the photo to see the
resizing handles. Put
your fingertip on any of
them and to increase or
decrease the size
proportionately.

To replace a photo, select a
photo placeholder. Tap Replace.
(This placeholder is one of mine,
available to you for download.)

replacing photos

The selected photo will replace
the content of the placeholder,
outlined in blue with the
resizing handles visible.

masking photos
Double-tap the photo to see the
Mask bar. Drag the slider button
left and right to decrease and
increase the size of the photo.
The portion of the photo outside
the frame is visible. Drag the
photo around inside the frame
with a finger to position it.
Make the frame larger or smaller
by dragging its blue resizing
handles. When you are happy,
tap the word Mask to finish.
The masked photo can be
dragged to where you want it. At
any time you can readjust the
mask by double-tapping it again.

styling photos
With a tap or two, photos can be
styled in different ways from plain to
framed, given different types of
shadows, or borders of different
types, widths and colours of your
choice.

styling options
Tap the
icon to style a photo. There are six
presets and you can also tap Style Options to
customise or add a plain border of your own.
You can choose the colour; the small dots below the
colour boxes show you how many pages of colours
there are. Swipe left/ right to see them.
In the Effects panel you can add a reflection,
shadow and choose the opacity.
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